This Whiteboard Can Be Made Interactive Using the 3M Projector.

1. Check-out the 3M Light Pen and Receiver at the Circulation Desk.

2. Stick the magnetic Receiver to the Whiteboard on the lower middle area (with points upwards). Plug it into the USB port on the 3M Wall unit.

3. Turn 3M projector ON using the Wall unit.

4. Login. The computer screen should appear on the Whiteboard. *(If it doesn’t, restart the computer).*

5. Tap the 3M Pen against the Whiteboard to launch eBeam Interact software. *(It will briefly display; ignore the bottom right pop-up).*

6. Click the **smaller button** on the 3M pen and a Wheel should appear.

7. Use the desktop ‘s mouse to click on ![icon](https://example.com) icon on the Wheel (see below):
The following displays. To calibrate the screen touch the center of each red target on the WhiteBoard with the 3M PEN, as they appear.

**IMPORTANT: DO NOT BLOCK THE LIGHT WHILE YOU CALIBRATE!**

8. You can now use the Whiteboard interactively with Scrapbook. Use the Display Wheel access Scrapbook functions.

9. When finished press the 3M Wall Control Unit button twice to TURN OFF.